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A·bstract
A discussion of a model or response equ~tion, the tc·eatment design,
and_the population of treatments is presented.
of treatment populations are considered.

Basically, three types

The first is the intersection

points of an n-6.imensional lattice ·peculiar to a factorial treatment design and a discret.e set of points.

The second design corresponds to

the continuous spaces in an n-dimensional space

as is considered in

regression and response surface treatment designs and populations.
third population and model equation considered is exemplified in

The

~he

literature by .the diallel crossing designs, which have been generalized
to mixtures of k i terns rather than t'\·TO a.s in.the diallel cross. The population structure for this third type of treatment design is discussed
and an example is presented to illustrate the three types of designs.

Introduction
An important interaction exists bet1-1een the model equation used to describe
a system and the information about the·system gained through art experiment.

When

a linear or a nonlinear model is used to analyze data, it allows us to gain infermation about how different components of a treatment have contributed to the overall
effect of the treatment.
confounded.

If the experiment is poorly designed components may be

That is, it may be impossible to separate the contributions of_ the
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two components.

If a model equation is poorly chosen, it may be impossible, or
J..

at least difficult, to make a meaningful interpretatio~ of the experimental results.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss different approaches to finding a model
equation and to consider the problem of treatment designs for mixtures.
model equation is an attempt to describe a

.sy~tem

Since a

and an experiment is an attempt

to gain information about a system, both must be constructed with the system in
mind.

The Model Equation
A model equation is an approximate
treatment,

~There

alg~braic

description of the effects of a

a treatment has been defined to be "a single entity, combination,

or phenomenon under study in an experiment.".

The treatment design has been defined

to be "the selection of treatments to be used in the experiment" (see Federer

[1955]).

The treatments are selected fran some specified and precisely defined

population of potential treatments, sometimes called the X-space, the factor-space
or the space of interest to the experimenter.

Such statistical properties as

orthogonality, balance, and variance-optimality usually play some role in the selection of a treatment design.

All of these statistical

propert~es

of designs are re-

lated to the model equation and the population of potential treatments.
Except in pathologica.l cases and in some textbook examples the model equation
embodies many assumptions.

That is, the model equation _i_s chosen on the basis of

imperfect knowledge and is therefore an approximation to the true state of nature.
The statistician tries to use this imperfect model to gain information about a population's characteristics.

The model is being considered as an aid to understanding,

not as a predictive tool.
The common approaches to choosing a model equation can be divided into four

-3categories.

The first category would contain approaches 't·rhich oegin ;ri th the

simplest possiole model equation and allo"trT the data to dictate useful manipulations.

The problem ~rith such an approach is that it allo·ws one to "explain" every-

thing.

A finite sample is taken, usua.lly to estimate and ask questions aoout

relationships in an infinite pO];>Ulation.

It is possible to construct several

functions vrhich will explain everything in a finite sample in terms of parameters
and independent variaoles.

Some inferences will be made concerning the population

from the salil];)le and from observed relationships which are unique characteristics
of the sample chosen, 'I;Thich are not generalizable.
'

The inference must remain sus-

......

pect until another experiment, planned with the previous.ly obser\red relationships
•.

in mind, contributes evidence of their existence.

One example of an observed re-

lationship >'Thich one ·would not expect to generalize is attributed to Professor G.
Udny Yule.

He observed a period of years and found that he could explain-the divorce

rate in England by considering the numoer of apples imported into Great Britain. ·
II

in the years in l·rhich a large number of apples w·ere imported into Great Brit-

ain, there >-Tere also a large numoer of divorces" (Fisher [1958]).
The second category l·rould contain approaches ¥rhich are primarily literature
searches.

The literature on related topics is scrutinized with an eye tmV"ard a

paper dealing 't·ri th problems similar to one's own and providing a model equation
vrhich might De ·oorrowed.

This approach has the pleasant operating characteristic

that when one finds a model equation one also finds some precedent for that model
equation.

The main dangers with this approach category are that errors already

appearing in the literature are perpetuated rather than corrected and subtle out
important differences oetvreen experimental situations are ignored so that similar,
but different, problems might be treated as if they were identical.
The third category "t"TOUld contain approaches which involve constructing the

-4model equation.

The·· experimenter begins "ri th a list of factors 1·rhose levels are

to be controlled, and a list of goals, questions, or objectives of the investigation.
The model equation is constructed by designating a set of :parameters to explain and
describe the form of response.

One of the main faults of such an approach is the

propensity to't'rards errors of omission; the list of' factors and goals is not likely
to be complete.

Experimenters using approaches frotri this category are also susce:p'

tihle to one of the errors of those who use the second category of approaches; they
often consider only those factors and goals previous experimenters have considered.
The fourth category contains approaches which are primarily reductive.

A very

general model applicable to a wide range of subjects and :problems is considered.
The experimenter reduces the model by eliminating factors and :parameters kno1vn to
be nonexistent or negligible until the model is considered vmrkable and reasonable .
.

'

This :procedure has the advantage that it requires a reason for every omission from
·';f.

the model.

One needs to rely more on reasoning and less on rr:·:;mory and exhaustive

li-brary research.

It is necessary to make the important assumption that the general

model is "sufficientlyn general.
To operate within the second category someone must have preceded the experimenter and vrorked through a similar problem using an approach from one of the other
categories.

The differences oetvreen the other three categories are mostly ques-

tions of timing of construction.

In the fourth category a model for a general

:problem is constructed before the specific problem has been formulated.
tion is for a general :problem.

The equa-

In the third category a model is constructed after

the specific problem has oeen formulated and before the data has oeen collected.
The equation is for the specific proolem.
structed after the data has oeen collected.
of observations.

In the first category a model is conThe equation is for a specific set
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A large share of treatment designs

u~il~zed

,

in

experimen~ation

binations of levels of two or more factors or agents.
two or more agents which are

capabl~

involve

com-

A trea+:ment is a mixture of

of assuming more than one value.

For example,

I

one agent might be rainfall in a week, which could have any value from zero to ten
inches.

Another agent might oe sunlight which could be either direct or indirect.

One response is obtained for each treatment unit, for each mixture.
treatment designs, regression designs, genetic

crossing_~esigns,

Factorial

response surface

designs, etc. are all designs involving mixtures of levels
of
two . or. more agents.
..
.
.·
~

T'tlree general types of mixtures .are distinguishable when one
tion of possible mixtures, the

~a.ctor

cons.ide~s

the popula-

space.

Factorial treatment designs involve all comoinations of specified levels of
two or more factors (see, e.g. Yates [1937]).

Then-factor, F,
F,
.•. , F,
1
2
n

design has a finite number of levels for each factor.

If ki is the numoer of
n

n k~" comoinations or treati=l ~
When this design is represented in n-space, the set of potential mixtures

levels for the ith factor, the design consists of the
merits.

is an n-dimensional grid of lattice points or intersection pc.i.nts of the levels
for each factor.

In a complete factorial design all the points in the set of paten-

tial mixtures are used in the eJg;>e:t:.:4ment.

In a

fraction~l

factorial design the set

of potential mixtures is the __ same out due to considerations of time, space, money,
or special interests only the points 1n some subset are used

i~

the

expe~ment.

Let F1 be cotton variety and let A, B, C, D be the particular four cotton
varieties of interest.

Let F2 be fertilizer of brand.X with the levels being
'

num:Oer of bags (50 kilogram) of fertilizer per hectare with 0, 1, 2, and 4 bags
as the levels of interest.

.)~.:t

The'complete factorial. arrangement of the 4 X 4

treatments could be represented graphically as follows:

= 16
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D

c
F1 = cotton variety

B
A

0

1

2.

5

F2 = no. of bags of fertilizer
The points (dots) in the above diagram represent the population of potential treatments.

Inferences are to and about this set of points.

In designing for factorial

experiments consideration is given to the existence of interrelationships, interactions, among the factors.

If all the factors interact, making inferences re-

quires at least one o"bservation for each possible mixture.

If none of the factors

interact, inference can be based on as few as seven points, for example, (A, 0),
(A, 1), (B,l), (B,2), (C,2), (C,4), and (D,4) •

The model e0uation used in the last

situation would be a general factoria.l design model equation reduced by the removal
of interaction terms.

Inferences would still apply to all the points in the factor

space.
Response surface, multiple regression designs involve two or more agents, each
with an uncountably infinite number of possible levels.

If there are n agents in

each mixture the set of potential mixtures can be represented graphically as an
n-dimensional solid.- An example of a facto~ space for n

)

=

2-would be:

e

-7Any point· within the shaded figl.l.re represents a potential treatment and experimentation aims at inference aoout the entire shaded figure.
space for n

=3

An example of a factor

should be:

Fl

"
\

Any point vnthin the shaded figure represents a potential treatment.

A general

model equation with infinitely many terms is reduced on the oasis of assumptions,
knovrledge and pragmatic considerations to a model that allows for valid inferences
about this infinite factor space on the basis of a finite set of observations.
\{hen one designs for· a response surface or regression problem a finite·set of
points must be chosen to be

samp1,~d

from:and to be observed.

these points are knovm or are measured l'Tithout error.

These points may be consid-

ered as a subset of a suitably chosen factorial design.
populations from 1-rhich the observed va.lues are random
mix~ures

or the realized factorial.

a model vrhich is designed to describe

It is assumed that

Inference is made··to the

samples~

to the r.ealized

The inference is expressed in the context of
•

·•r"-

~rhat

.

.can happen for any potentia;l mixture.

Diallel crossing plans are· the basis for designs vrhich can be vievred as the
mixture of two parents or parent strains as a treatment with potential progeny as
the objects to i•rhich these genetic mixtures are applied.

All possible crosses

between n lines p:roduce"n(n-1)/2 crosses, all possible crosses plus reciprocal
crosses produce .n(n-1) ~rosses, all possible crosses plus n selfs produce n(n+l)/2
crosses, and all cro~ses, reciprocals, and self produce n2 crosses.

All of these

crossing plans 1-1i thout reciprocals are subsets of a 3n factorial arrangement as can
be demonstrated graphically for n

=2

or 3:
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2
n=2

X

X

The dot represents points in the diallel
cross and the x's are the non-ooservable
P.Oints of the 32 fac-·-.orial.

Fl
1

X

0

2

1

F2

n=3
Fl

The dots represent potential points in the
diallel cross and the other grid points
for the rest of the )~ factorial.

:, .

If LF

is the level of factor i, the subset of the factorial design is the
n

i

intersection of the surface in n-space 't<rhere . E
-

l=l

= 2 and the points of the com-

~

i

plete 3n factorial.

Inferences are to oe made only aoout the points in the subset

of the factorial

the model eq_uation has meaning only at those points.

a~d

There is an extensive literature

disc~ssing

designs, model equations and

analysis for diallel crossing plans (see Randall [1975], Griffing [1956], Kempthorne

[ 1957]).

Recently Federer [ 1975] has proposed a generalization of the diallel

cross concepts of general and specific comoining ability for use when the set of
potential treatments is a proper subset of a complete factorial arrangement.

Hall

1 ,·

[1976] developed a general model equation for this situation with emphasis on den

signing when there are restrictions that .E
·,

then

~
1

=~ .

l=l

~

=K

(K > 0) and

1

if~ ,L_.
1

YJ

t

0

The concept of general and specific comoining abilities was ex-

j

tended and relabeled as general and specific mixing abilities.

-9An example:

Consider an experiment .testing three different fertilizers for effect.
possible to apply up to six bags of each variety to each field.
face type arrangements might be of interest.

It is

Two response sur-

Any combination of fertilizers using

whole bags and fractions of bags might b.e the treatment population of interest or
any combination with the restriction that a total of exactly six bags fUll of fertilizer are to be applied might be. the interesting treatment population.

If the former

arrangement was amended with a restriction that only whole bags could be used the
arrangement would be a complete factorial.
~nth

If the latter arrangement was amended

restrictions to whole bags and equal quantities from each variety applied, the

arrangement would be one of the generalized genetic type discussed by Hall (1976).
Figures 1 and 2 depict these treatment populations graphically.
Figure 1
rl e the first. resp::mse surface

-

the entire 63 '~ube.

f = the factorial
5 the 63 grid points of the cube.

FiglJ.re
r2 = the second response surface

_ the sbaded triangle.
g =the generalized-genetic
rt the 7 dots.

-10The factorial design has been widely studied (see Federer and Balaam [1972]
for list of references).

Designs for response surface type populations have been

reported and revie..,.red (see Mead and Pike [1975] and Cornell [1973] for review
articles).

The purpose of this paper has been presentation of a third class of

mixture populations which has been slighted in statistical literature except in
the case of diallel cross designs.

The population structure and the treatment

design problem are different for the three classes of designs discussed.

Clear

thinking and formulation is required in comprehending their differences and hence
in the solution of statistical design and analysis pro·olems for the three types.
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